
 

 

『UM MEMBERS: WORK TOGETHER TO FIGHT CORONAVIRUS』 

Short Video Shooting Contest Regulations 

 
A. Objective： To respond to the theme “WORK TOGETHER TO FIGHT CORONAVIRUS” and “KEEP 

LEARNING AMID CLASS SUSPENSION” as well as to deliver the positive energy and thoughts 

to the public, the short video shooting contest is organised to fulfill these purposes.  

 

B. Organiser：Student Resources Section, Student Affairs Office. 

 

C. Details： 

1. Topic：To spread the major theme “WORK TOGETHER TO FIGHT CORONAVIRUS” and “KEEP 

LEARNING AMID CLASS SUSPENSION” to the public. All types of performance are welcome.  

      2. Group：  

        ► Student Group： 

All current student that registered in any UM course (including student from the off-campus 

curriculum center). 

        ► Staff / Alumni Group： 

        All current UM staff or alumni. 

      3. Specification： 

        ► Length：No longer than 60 seconds； 

        ► Format：MPEG/MP4/MOV； 

        ► Tools：Any types of shooting equipment are welcome； 

       ► Resolution：1280 x 720（720p）, up to 1920 x 1080 (1080p) is an advantage； 

       ► Subtitle：Bilingual in Chinese and English； 

       ► Audio：Mono / Dual channel； 

       ► Size：Less than 150MB. 

      4. Submission： 

► Upload the video to either Baidu / Youtube and select unlisted in visibility. 

► Complete the e-application form (https://bit.ly/3aze7oY) by providing a video link and   

a short description. 

 

D. Deadline：Due on 30 July, 2020, 23:59. 

 



 

E. Evaluation： 

►「Best Shooting Award」and「Outstanding Award」are selected by the committee 

representatives arranged by the organiser。 

►「Most Popularity Award」is selected by the public votes via the number of “likes” on 

the SAO Facebook for it from 3 Aug 2020 to 31 Aug 2020.  

 ► To indicate one’s vote to a video, every Facebook user can click the “like” button to a 

particular video once during the mentioned period.  

 ► Every Facebook user can vote for more than one participated video during the 

mentioned period.  

 

F. Result Announcement：The result will be revealed in the SRS website, UM/ SAO Facebook 

page and the internal e-bulletin. The winners will be informed by phone or email from the 

organiser. 

          

G. Prizes： 

 Student Group Staff / Alumni Group 

1 x Best Shooting Award 
Cash Prize of MOP5,000  

with a certificate 

Cash Prize of MOP5,000  

with a certificate 

1 x Most Popularity Award 
Cash Prize of MOP3,000 

with a certificate 

Cash Prize of MOP3,000  

with a certificate 

8 x Outstanding Award 
Cash Prize of MOP1,000  

with a certificate 

Cash Prize of MOP1,000  

with a certificate 

  

H. Appendix：  

► All videos submitted to the contest must be original and never have been broadcasted 

to the public. 

► Organiser reserves the right not to accept any videos that are considered inappropriate 

or do not meet the theme and requirements of the contest.   

► Entrants shall bear the entire shooting costs of participating in this contest, including 

but not limited to the production costs of the entries. Concerning the mentioned costs, 

entrants agree not to submit any compensation, claims, and appeals to the organiser; 

Organiser will not indemnify or accept any claims. 

► Entrants must ensure that the submitted information is true and accurate, and must 

not use or impersonate others’ information to participate the contest. If found or 

confirmed, the related entry will be disqualified. 



 

► Once the entries are submitted, the entrants acknowledge receipt of: 

1. The organiser obtains the copyright of the submitted entries, and has the right to 

edit, modify or use any content of the video or any part thereof.  

2. Entrants agree that the organiser reserves the right to apply all entries to any 

publicity, exhibition, and printing purposes, including but not limited to webpages, 

printed or electronic media, and do not need to obtain the entrants’ consent and 

pay any copyright fees in advance.  

3. Entrants agree that the organiser may publish, use the entries or any part thereof 

in any way at their discretion. 

4. Apart from the entrants, any performers or interviewees in the entry has obtained 

the consent of the individual in advance. If there are any objections occurred in the 

future, the responsibility is only on the side of the entrants (Persons under the age 

of 18 are required the consent of their parents or guardians). 

5. If any video is under suspicion of plagiarism, the organiser reserves the right to 

disqualify the entry without prior notice. 

6. The content and relevant concepts of the entry should be free of any illegal, 

harassment, abusive, threatening, pornographic, deceptive, defamatory, 

reputational, violent, infringing on the privacy of others, bad consciousness, 

commercial, and religious propaganda, etc. 

7. If the entry contains any musical elements, it has to meet the following terms: 

7.1 The images, music, sounds, or fragments used in the entries must be the 

original and do not infringe on the copyright. If the contain copyrights and 

materials related to the copying of others, the copyright owner must first obtain 

written consent. Otherwise, the arising therefrom shall be solely responsible 

by the entrants.  

7.2 Entrants have to ensure that the selected music does not involve any 

copyright issues. The organiser will not be responsible for any violation or 

infringement of copyright. 

► The submitted entries must comply with the mentioned specification. If any of 

specification is violated, the entries will be disqualified.  

 ► If the entries received the same number of votes, the jury form by the organiser 

reserves the final rights to judge the "Most Popularity Award". 

 ► If there are any updates on the above appendix, it will be published on the website 

(https://srs.sao.um.edu.mo/news-events/), no specific notice will be issued.  

► The Staff / Alumni Group entrant must be current UM staff or alumni. 



 

► The Student Group entrant must be registered in any UM course (including student from 

the off-campus curriculum center). 

► Organiser reserves the right of interpretation and has the right to amend the 

mentioned appendix. 

 

I. Enquiries： For more details about the contest, please visit 

https://srs.sao.um.edu.mo/news-events/, email to sao.services@um.edu.mo or contact Mr. 

HO at 8822 9902 during office hour. 
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